
Forgot your password? See how BNY Mellon | Pershing helped a 
top-tier independent broker-dealer overcome frustration from 
this common investor challenge by implementing One-Time 
Passcode to NetXInvestor.

THE CHALLENGE

As today’s investors become increasingly tech-savvy, and digital connections multiply 
to include everything from online brokerage to food delivery accounts, password 
resets have become almost inevitable. This was the case for investors with an 
independent broker-dealer client of Pershing. Though the firm had successfully used 
Pershing’s investor portal—NetXInvestor—for quite some time, it began to experience 
growing issues with user lockouts as a result of forgotten passwords. 

Adding further friction were the user-defined security authentication questions 
required to regain access. Just as users had trouble remembering their password, 
they also could not remember the responses they previously provided to their account 
security questions, requiring the help of an administrator to regain access through a 
service request. This resulted in frustration for the firm’s clients, especially as lockouts 
happened on nights, weekends and holidays when service from an administrator was 
not available. Moreover, internal frustration was mounting in the firm as advisors and 
staff often had to field unhappy client calls and waste precious time on administrative 
tasks rather than more valuable functions that grow their business. 

PERSHING SOLUTION

Through close consultation, Pershing technology experts partnered with the client 
to recommend a solution: One-Time Passcode (OTP). As a self-service feature in 
NetXInvestor, OTP enabled users to successfully unlock their own accounts at any 
time by verifying their identity through phone, email or text messaging versus recalling 
answers to security questions. This streamlined the process and eliminated the need 
for a service request, adding convenience for the user and saving time for the firm’s 
staff. OTP also provided a greater level of security, considering the prior process of 
using challenge questions to authenticate a user is prone to cyber threats. 
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Client Snapshot
Business Classification:

Independent Broker-Dealer

Assets Under Management: 

Over $15 billion

Business Impact

Improved Client 
Experience

Reduced Service 
Requests

Enhanced Security



HOW IT WORKED

Once OTP was identified as a solution, the firm still wanted to 
address a few concerns as it looked toward implementation. 
First, it expressed some worry if the user did not have the 
device designated to receive OTP on-hand, and noted the firm 
did not use Pershing as its books and records keeper of contact 
data. In response, Pershing advised that OTP could be set up 
for multiple contact methods such as text/SMS, voice and 
email and an admin can provide a single-use passcode to the 
end user when necessary. Next, Pershing advised that contact 
info is entered by the user rather than pulling from a file, giving 
the user complete control over how the OTP is delivered. 

Also, since aggregators cannot leverage OTP as they do 
security question responses to maintain access to an 
investor’s accounts, a final concern was raised around the 
use of screen scraping aggregators such as MINT. The concern 
being that when the initial “remember this device” feature 
set by the aggregator with the investor’s help expires, the 
aggregation will break. As a solution, Pershing implemented 
a new feature launched in early 2020, which allows firms to 
change the date to “never expire,” preventing services from 
being disconnected.

THE RESULT

As the firm moved forward with OTP, it launched a two-month 
campaign to communicate the enhancement—both internally 
and externally. Administrative resources were prepped to 
address common questions and several call center associates 
were designated subject matter experts after spending 
additional training time with the Pershing technology team. 
The subject matter experts handled escalated questions that 
occurred after implementation.

After rolling out OTP, the firm saw a modest increase in call 
volume, but the communication to clients educating them 
about the pending move to OTP addressed most of their 
questions and enabled the team for success at the start. 
In less than three weeks, call volume dropped by nearly 
50% compared to pre-rollout levels. More important, user 
lockouts also dropped significantly. Thanks to NetXInvestor 
OTP, the firm went from 1,300-1,500 lockouts with secondary 
authentication per week to 10 or less per week.
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Learn More
To learn more about how NetXInvestor One-Time Passcode can enhance your business, 
contact your Pershing Account Manager.


